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Abstract
This paper proposes the excitation system control of three phase
synchronous generator for improving the step response using an adaptive fuzzy
controller. The dynamic model and simulation of 3-phase synchronous generator
are proposed. The open loop voltage control responses under no-load and full-load
conditions are proposed too. The PI closed loop controller of excitation system is
illustrated as a conventional control method, which gives an acceptable operation
behavior of synchronous generator terminal voltage. An adaptive fuzzy inference
system is proposed in this paper as a close loop controller, which gives an ideal
performance in both of no-load and full-load conditions as compared with PI
controller to control the 3-phase synchronous generator excitation system.
Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy controller scheme
.
Which gives in fuzzy controller; rise time= 0.3 sec., overshot= 0%, settling time=
0.3 sec., and steady state error= 0%. Whereas, in PI controller; rise time= 0.55
sec., overshot= 20%, settling time= 2.8 sec., and steady state error= 0%.
Keywords: Three Phase Synchronous Generator, Excitation System Control, PI
Controller, Fuzzy Controller.

ﻧﻈﺎم اﻷﺳﺘﺪﻻل اﻟﻀﺒﺎﺑﻲ اﻟﻤﻜﯿّﻒ ﻟﻠﺴﯿﻄﺮة ﻋﻠﻰ أﺛﺎرة اﻟﻤﻮﻟﺪ
اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﻨﻲ ﺛﻼﺛﻲ اﻷﻃﻮار
اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ
ﯾﻘﺪم ھﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﺴﯿﻄﺮة ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﻈﺎم اﻷﺛﺎرة اﻟﻤﻐﻨﺎﻃﯿﺴﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﻮﻟﺪ اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﻨﻲ ﺛﻼﺛﻲ اﻷﻃﻮار
 ﻛﻤﺎ وﯾﻘﺪم اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج.ﺑﺄﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﻤﺴﯿﻄﺮ اﻟﻀﺒﺎﺑﻲ اﻟﻤﻜﯿّﻒ ﻟﺘﺤﺴﯿﻦ اﻷﺳﺘﺠﺎﺑﺔ ﻷﺷﺎرة اﻟﺨﻄﻮة
 ﻛﻤﺎ وﯾﻘﺪم أﯾﻀﺎً أﺳﺘﺠﺎﺑﺔ اﻟﺤﻠﻘﺔ.اﻟﺪﯾﻨﺎﻣﯿﻜﻲ واﻟﺘﻤﺜﯿﻞ اﻟﺮﯾﺎﺿﻲ ﻟﻠﻤﻮﻟﺪ اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﻨﻲ ﺛﻼﺛﻲ اﻻﻃﻮار
 ﻛﻤﺎ وﯾﻮﺿﺢ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ.اﻟﻤﻔﺘﻮﺣﺔ ﻟﻠﺴﯿﻄﺮة ﻋﻠﻰ ﺟﮭﺪ اﻟﻤﻮﻟﺪ ﻓﻲ ﻇﺮوف اﻟﻼﺣﻤﻞ واﻟﺤﻤﻞ اﻟﻜﺎﻣﻞ
 واﻟﺬي ﻗﺪم أداءً ﻣﺮﺿﯿﺎً ﻟﺠﮭﺪ،ﻣﺴﯿﻄﺮ اﻟﺤﻠﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﻐﻠﻘﺔ اﻟﺘﻨﺎﺳﺒﻲ اﻟﺘﻜﺎﻣﻠﻲ ﻛﻤﺴﯿﻄﺮ ﺗﻘﻠﯿﺪي ﻟﻨﻈﺎم اﻷﺛﺎرة
 ﻛﻤﺎ وﯾﻘﺪم اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻧﻈﺎم اﻷﺳﺘﺪﻻل اﻟﻀﺒﺎﺑﻲ اﻟﻤﻜﯿّﻒ ﻛﻤﺴﯿﻄﺮ ﻟﻠﺤﻠﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﻐﻠﻘﺔ.اﻷﺧﺮاج ﻟﻠﻤﻮﻟﺪ اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﻨﻲ
 واﻟﺬي أﻋﻄﻰ أداءً ﻣﺜﺎﻟﯿﺎً ﻓﻲ اﻟﺴﯿﻄﺮة ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﻈﺎم اﻷﺛﺎرة ﻟﻠﻤﻮﻟﺪ اﻟﺘﺰاﻣﻨﻲ ﺛﻼﺛﻲ اﻻﻃﻮار ﻓﻲ،ﻟﻠﻨﻈﺎم
 وﻗﺪ أﻇﮭﺮت ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﺘﻤﺜﯿﻞ.ﻇﺮوف اﻟﻼﺣﻤﻞ واﻟﺤﻤﻞ اﻟﻜﺎﻣﻞ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔً ﻣﻊ اﻟﻤﺴﯿﻄﺮ اﻟﺘﻨﺎﺳﺒﻲ اﻟﺘﻜﺎﻣﻠﻲ
0,3 = زﻣﻦ اﻷرﺗﻔﺎع: ﺣﯿﺚ ﻛﺎﻧﺖ اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﻟﻠﻤﺴﯿﻄﺮ اﻟﻀﺒﺎﺑﻲ.ﻟﻠﻨﻈﺎم ﻓﺎﻋﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﯿﻄﺮ اﻟﻀﺒﺎﺑﻲ اﻟﻤﻘﺪم
 ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﻦ ﻛﺎن.%0 = اﻟﺨﻄﺄ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺮة، ﺛﺎﻧﯿﺔ0,3 = زﻣﻦ اﻟﻮﺿﻊ،%0 = اﻟﺘﺠﺎوز،ﺗﺎﻧﯿﺔ
2,8 =  زﻣﻦ اﻟﻮﺿﻊ،%20 =  اﻟﺘﺠﺎوز، ﺛﺎﻧﯿﺔ0,55 = زﻣﻦ اﻷرﺗﻔﺎع:أداء اﻟﻤﺴﯿﻄﺮ اﻟﺘﻨﺎﺳﺒﻲ اﻟﺘﻜﺎﻣﻠﻲ
.%0 = اﻟﺨﻄﺄ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺮة،ﺗﺎﻧﯿﺔ
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1. Introduction

simple control law and is considered
to be robust. Further, fuzzy control
can take into account uncertainties of
un-modeled dynamics since the
mathematical model of the power
system is not needed. Hence, fuzzy
control seems to be quite suitable for
controlling synchronous generator
excitation system [4].
This
paper
presents
the
procedure to design by an adaptive
control for a fuzzy inference
controller, Which is developed for
three phase synchronous generator
excitation system and its performance
is compared with conventional PI
controller for excitation control. The
results of the simulation are given.
2. Mathematical Modeling and
Simulation
of
Synchronous
Machine:

Synchronous
generator
excitation control is one of the most
important measures to enhance power
system stability and to guarantee the
quality of electrical power it provides.
The main control function of the
excitation system is to regulate the
generator terminal voltage which is
accomplished by adjusting the field
voltage with respect to the variation
of the terminal voltage [1].
Recently, electric power systems
have become huge and complicated
due to increasing interconnections,
installation of large generating units
and extra-high voltage tie-lines etc.
for that reason, it is difficult to
maintain the stability of the system,
and the improvement of power
system transient stability has become
an important issue. To cope with this
problem, the conventional controllers
such as AVRs (Automatic Voltage
Regulators), and PI (Proportional
Integral) control for improving the
steady state stability of power
systems have been equipped with
synchronous
generators.
The
excitation voltage E f that supplied

Figure
(1)
shows
the
synchronous generator stator and
rotor windings in the dq-axis model;
it's obviously that the effect of the
field winding appears only in the daxis, whereas the effect of the damper
winding is equivalent to the rotor
cage winding of an induction motor,
which appears in both dq-axis circuits
[5]. The mathematical description of
the synchronous machine is as same
as all types of AC machines, which
have two main problems: first, is the
complex
3-phase
represented
differential equations, and second, is
the time varying mutual inductance
between stator and rotor winding
through dynamic response of the SG
[6]. Simply, the first problem can be
solved by using axis transformation
to transfer the 3-phase parameters and
quantities (like: voltage, current,
flux….) to 2-phase parameters, which

from exciter is controlled by
conventional controllers (PI control).
Its aim is to keep the terminal voltage
V equal to the reference value Vref [2,
3]. However, this controller is
designed using a linearized plant and
hence will not always work
effectively when there are large
variations in the operating conditions
[3].
Nowadays, intelligent Fuzzy
Inference
System
(FIS)
has
penetrated
deeply
into
power
generation control, in which the
nonlinearity of a power system can be
considered [4]. Fuzzy control has a
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called Park's transformation or, Park
model of SG. In which all stator
quantities are transferred from phase
a, b and c into equivalent dq axis new
variables. Equations (1 to 4) show the
approximate Park's transformation by
neglecting the
zero
sequence
parameters: [5, 6]

The superscript notation "s"
referred to the stationary frame
quantities, and the superscript
notation "e" referred to the
synchronously rotating reference
frame quantities.
Therefore, the synchronously
rotating reference frame equivalent
circuits of the SG in de-qe axis can be
shown in figure (2). Equations (7 to
18) show stator and rotor circuits
equations in de-qe axis:

...(1)
So ,

[5, 6]

…(2)
…(3)
[5, 6]

…(4)
The time varying problem can
be accomplished by using the
synchronously rotating reference
frame model, in which all stator
variables associated with fictitious
winding rotating with the rotor at
synchronous
speed
[6].
The
transformation equations are:

Where all rotor parameters are
referred to stator circuit and the
mutual and self inductance of air gap
(main) flux linkage are identical to
Lqm and Ldm rotor to stator reduction.

…(5)
.…(6)
Where:
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Lb =

Zb
ωb

- Base inductance.

Inductances and reactance are
the same in P.U. values. Though in
some instances time is also provided
with a base quantity t b = 1 ωb , the
inertia is consequently [5, 6];

…(16)
[5,
6]

…(19)
The P.U. variables and
coefficients (inductances, reactance,
and resistances) are generally denoted
by lowercase letters. Consequently,
the P.U. d-q model equations,
extracted from equation (7) through
equation (18), become [5, 6]:

3. The per Unit (P.U.) d-q Model:
The P.U. d-q model requires
base quantities only for the stator.
Though the selection of base
quantities the following set is widely
accepted [5]:

Vb = Vn 2

....(20)

Peak stator phase
...(21)

nominal voltage .
Peak stator phase
Ib = In 2
nominal current.
Sb = 3Vn I n
Nominal apparent
power.
ωb = ωs
Rated electrical angular

….(22)
…..(23)

speed ( ω s = 2πf / P1 ) where P 1 is the
number of poles. Base on this
restricted set,
additional
base
variables are derived:

….(24)
…(25)

Sb .P1
- Base torque.
ωb
V
Ψb = b - Base flux linkage.
ωb
V V
Zb = b = n - Base impedance.
Ib In

Teb =

...(26)
…(27)
…(28)
…(29)
…(30)
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Control (LFC) as a power system
stabilizer to control the load angle
variation and stability of the power
system, or as an auxiliary regulating
controller inserting in the excitation
control system to control and enhance
the terminal voltage step response [7].
The two parameters that must be
determined (some times, must be
optimized) for the given process, to
give the desirable output responses
for the synchronous generator are:
proportional gain (kp) and integral
gain (ki). The operation principle is to
sense the terminal phase voltage and
used it as a feedback signal through
the PI controller to generate
command setting signal which adapt
the excited voltage of the S.G, which
gives an acceptable behavior of the
system for different loads operation.
This controller can be easily adapted
by using trial and error method to
obtain the proportional gain (kp ) and
the integral gain (ki) [8]. The PI
controlled system simulation can be
shown in figure (5), and the output
performance of the system under load
variation from no-load to full-load
operation is shown in figure (6), with
kp=0.5 and ki=5. When these results
are compared with the open loop
performance it's found that these
settings of Kp and Ki produce a good
overall response.
4. Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC):
Since fuzzy logic (FL) was
introduced by Lotfi Zadeh in 1965, it
had many successful applications
mostly in control. One of the main
advantages of fuzzy logic system is
the design on the basis of incomplete
and approximate information, thus
providing
simple
and
fast
approximations of the unknown or
too complicated models [6, 9].
The main idea of fuzzy control,
which had proved to be a very

…(31)
With t e equal to the P.U. torque,
which it be positive when opposite to
the direction of motion (generator
mode).
The Park transformation (matrix) in
P.U. variables basically retains its
original form. Its usage is essential in
making the transition between the
real machine and d-q model voltages
(in
general).
vd (t ) , vq (t ), v f (t ), and t shaft (t ) are
needed to investigate any transient or
steady state regime of the machine.
By using equations (20 to 31) in
P.U form, with ignoring the effect of
the damper winding (for simplicity),
the per-phase dynamic reference
frame model of a synchronous
generator can be simulated as shown
in figure ( 3 ) [5, 6]. This simulation
consists of dq-axis stator and rotor
dynamic model in which the output
stator voltage
are obtained
from the voltage drop across the load
resistance ( ):
….(32)
….(33)
The open loop performance of
the S.G. operation under no-load and
full-load conditions is illustrated in
figure (4).
3. Convention PI Controller:
The Proportional Integral (PI)
controller is a common sense
approach to control based on the
nature of error. It can be applied to
wide varieties of systems [7]. The
most applications of the PI controllers
in power system control are in the
control circuits of power generation
plants, either in Load Frequency
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successful method, is to build a
model of human control expert who is
capable of controlling the plant
without thinking in terms of
mathematical model. However, the
main benefits provided by the Fuzzy
Logic Controllers (FLCs) are listed
below [9]:
• FLCs can deal with ill-defined
systems of unknown dynamics
that do not require a priori
mathematical model of the plant
for implementation, as required by
many
traditional
adaptive
controllers.
• FLCs
provide
a
formal
methodology for representing,
manipulating, and implementing
human heuristic knowledge about
how to control a system.
• FLCs are customizable, since it is
easier to understand and modify
their rules, which do not only use
a human operator's strategy but
also are expressed in natural
linguistic terms.
• Software design and hardware
implementation
supports
are
suitable for real time applications.
On the other hand, the main
limitations of this technology include
the following [9].
• FLCs lack capability of learning
and have no memory.
• The selection of Membership
Functions (MFs) for the input and
output
variables
and
the
determination of fuzzy rules are
not always easy. There is no
formal framework for the choice
of the parameters of FLC and
hence the means of tuning them
and learning models in general
have become an important subject
of fuzzy control.

• For multivariable processes, the
number of rules increases rapidly
for multiple input systems.
• It is implicitly assumed that
significant process changes do not
occur during operations that are
outside the operators experience
and this point represents a
drawback in the design approach.
• Fuzzy design is still generally
heuristic methodology for which
no analytical tools exist to verify
or
validate
the
controller
performance and stability.
Sugeno fuzzy-control technique
belongs to the robust controller
category, which deals with model
uncertainties of simplified model.
These uncertainties may come from
un-modeled dynamics, variations in
system parameters, or approximations
of complex plant behaviors. The
Sugeno
fuzzy-controller
is
a
particular type of varying structure
system featuring prescribed behavior
of the closed system and robustness
to parameter variations and external
disturbances. Sugeno fuzzy-control is
a powerful approach to solve system
state
tracking
problems.
The
architecture of Sugeno fuzzy-control
is simple and its design is directly
oriented toward nonlinear systems, no
linearization is needed [9, 10].
5. Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy System:
As mentioned before, that the
design of MFs and the rules table of a
fuzzy inference system was based on
the experience of the operator or
designer of the system. This means
that there is no systematic method for
design of a fuzzy system. On the
other hand, in a neural network the
experimental
or
simulation
input/output data can be used to train
a network. The network then
represents the model which satisfies
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that data. These techniques can be
brought into a hybrid neuro-fuzzy
system to build a more powerful
intelligent system with improved
design and performance features
called
Adaptive
Neuro-Fazzy
Inference System ANFIS [6]. As
name indicates, a fuzzy inference
system is designed systematically
using the neural network design
method [6, 11]. This means that if the
desired input/output data patterns are
available for a fuzzy system, the MFs
and rules table can be designed using
the neural network training method.
Usually the sugeno method is
used in adaptive neuro-fuzzy system.
For example: if X & Y are the inputs
of the fuzzy system, and "F" is the
output signal:
IF X is A1 AND Y is B 1 THEN z=f1
IF X is A2 AND Y is B 2 THEN z=f2
The output "F" can be constructed as:

plant output y(k). These two signals
are the inputs of the fuzzy system as
shown in figure (7), which must be
recognize the state of the system and
predicts a suitable linear feedback
signal f(k). According to that function
of the fuzzy controller, an adaptive
controller of two inputs and three
triangle MFs of each input is used in
this work which has the structure
shown in figure (8). The output MFs
and rules are adapted by using neural
training algorithm of large number of
input and output data set. The fuzzy
system
input
MFs
and the
input/output surface performance are
shown in figure (9) & figure (10)
respectively.
The
accuracy
performance of the designed neurofuzzy inference system between the
desired output and fuzzy output is
shown in figure (11). The final
performance of the synchronous
generator with neuro-fuzzy inference
controller under no-load and full-load
condition is illustrated in figure (12).
6. Conclusions
Figure (13) shows a comparison
performance between the open loop,
PI controller, and the neuro-fuzzy
controller. The conclusions of this
work can be summarized in three
steps as following:
1- In open loop operation of the three
phase synchronous generator, the
terminal voltage step response is very
slowly and the terminal voltage step
response is not exactly equal to the
desired values especially under load
condition which gives a very high
steady state error.
2- In the conventional PI controller,
the synchronous generator give a
good behavior under no-load and fullload condition with respect to the
open loop performance which can be
illustrated as follow:

…… (34)
Where: A1, A2, B1, B2 are the input
MFs, f1 and f2 are the output singleton
MFs, and W1 and W2 are the Degree
Of Fulfillments (DOF) of rule 1 & 2,
which can be adaptive by using any
training algorithm to satisfied the
input/output data [6, 11].
6. Design of an Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Controller:
A discrete adaptive neurofuzzy controller can be implemented
to control the excitation voltage of the
S.G. This type of controller can be
adapted to modify the nonlinearity
feedback signal of the S.G. output
voltage to satisfy the input reference
command signal. A discrete time
delay function is used to create a
comparison between the previous
error signal e(k-1) and the instant
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● Rise time response: 0.55 sec.
(good).
● Settling time: 2.8 sec. in no-load
and 2 sec. in full-load (poor).
● Maximum overshot: more than
20% in no-load (poor) and 6% in fullload (good).
● Steady state error: 0% in both of
no-load and full-load (very good).
3- In the nruro-fuzzy Controller the
synchronous generator proposes an
excellent performance in both of noload and full-load operation
as
follow:
● Rise time: 0.3 sec. (very good).
● settling time: 0.3 sec. (very good).
● Maximum overshot: 0% (very
good).
● Steady state error: 0% in both of
no-load and full-load condition (very
good).
Obviously, from which one can
deduced that; the Fuzzy controller has
the best response than others because
it’s highly improved the terminal
voltage step response. Therefore, it can
be used successfully instead of
complex controller methods or
traditional controllers.
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Figure (1) S.G. Windings in dq-axis

Figure (3) SG Simulation

Figure (2) Stator and Rotor
Equivalent Circuits in dq-axis

Figure (4) Open Loop Performance
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Figure (5) PI Controller System
Simulation

Figure (7) Neuro-Fuzzy Controller
Simulation

Figure (6) PI Controller System
Performance
Figure (8) Fuzzy Network
Structure
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Figure (9) Inputs Membership
Functions
Figure (12) Neuro-Fuzzy
Controller System Performance

Figure (10) ANFIS Input/output
Surface Performance

Figure (13) Comparison
Performance between Open
Loop, PI, and Fuzzy Controller

Figure (11) Accuracy Performance
for Fuzzy Controller System
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